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This is the test system of Rotary Heat Engine, which we call RHE.

RHE has an Organic Rankine Cycle system which mounts the wankel type rotary 

expander that we developed.

This system consists of evaporator, condenser, and requperator. It can convert 

heat energy to electric energy with high efficiency.

The working fluid is HFC245fa. Its boiling point is 15.7 Celsius degrees.

Because we use low boiling point working fluid, we can generate electricity even 

the heat source temperature is low about 40 Celsius degrees.

There is video of moving RHE in Web site of Riken.  Input REEG, and please 

search on the Internet.

The test system which collects solar light by polygon sun house, convert the solar 

to heat energy, and store the energy.

Polygon sun house is a light condensing system composed of Fresnel lens. This 

solar cell is installed in a circulating pump to supply the electric power.

This figure describes the structure of polygon sun house and RHE.

It doesn’t have movable part, but it can collect solar lights from morning sun to 

evening sun efficiently.
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This structure is for projecting reflected light to copper pipe by trough(トラ
フ) type mirror. Because this mirror has curved surface to handle with 

change of solar altitude, each Fresnel lens can collect solar light efficiently.

In the copper pipe, water of heat storage tank is circulating, rise in 

temperature, and store the heat.

By projecting light collected in Fresnel lens to copper pipe, watt density will 

be high and we can greatly increase the heat recovery performance.

Although the structure is simple, it can collect solar light from morning to 

evening, so it is very beneficial both in cost and performance.
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We produced a simulator and designed a reflector of a trough-type.
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We also verified whether a simulation was right.

These are the condition and the situation when experimenting.
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